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Outline
The ATLAS High-Level Trigger g gg
Overall system design Selection algorithms and steering
Trigger strategy for initial running Crucial to have minimum bias, e/γ, τ, μ, jets B physics will take advantage of initial low-lumi conditions (not bandwidth-critical) B physics will take advantage of initial low-lumi conditions (not bandwidth-critical)
Lower event rate allow low transverse momentum thresholds needed for B physics E T miss and B-jet tagging will require significant understanding of the detector Will need to understand trigger efficiencies and rates using real data Must be conservative and be prepared to face much higher rates than expected Need many "handles" to understand the trigger:
Many low-threshold, prescaled triggers, several High Level triggers will run in "passthrough" mode (take the event even if trigger rejects it) Monitoring framework (embedded in algorithms, flexible and with small overheads) Monitoring framework (embedded in algorithms, flexible and with small overheads) Redundant triggers e.g. minimum bias selection with inner detector and with min. 
